PRESS REVIEW about several Maxis of Johanna Saint-Pierre

American Maxis Link on TrackSource Johanna Saint-Pierre

LinkForwardMgmJohannaSaint-Pierre

NEW RELEASE:: MKL DUB :: EN JAGUAR
BEIGE: JOHANNA ST PIERRE
THURSDAY, JUNE 4, 2009 AT 3:41PM

Check out the sultry and seductive 3
am house track by MKL featuring French vocalist, Johanna Saint-Pierre. You can purchase the track on
beatport here.

About the track:
Designer label dance music for the fashion underworld. The dub is quirky, synthesized and enticingly
moody while the vocal version is an abstract pastiche of French lyrics and simplistic, repetitive and
thoroughly addictive melodies.
What people in the know say...
Osunlade: Perfect perfect perfect song! Congrats..I love this one..I'll be
rockin it for sure! Blessings
Nelson Ramalho: MKL Vocal : Fantastic vocal! Will play this on the 2nd half of my show. Very powerful remix
love it : MKL Dub : Cool to have to break up vocals in a set. Great production on both mixes.
Tommy Bones: MKL is genius with this one. Stellar arrangements and pretty vocals. I can see this working on all
types of dance floors.

Anane: J'aime En Jaguar !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! LOVE LOVE LOVE IT!!
Compliments to you!
Boddhi Satva: I'm Really feelin the production on this new piece you are putting out. Vocals are cool
too and i think might really work on a decent system.Thanks for sending it my way. Will play it for sure.

Maxi L’Ame Eternelle release on Ibadan label : LinkWikipediaIbadan
Coda Magazine

About : She Loves Two Men (MKL Vocal, MKL Dub & Dean K Mixes)
MKL and Johanna St. Pierre combine talents to produce a floating slice of laid back house with jazzy,
euro accented vocals and mellifluous, soulful house grooves. It's all undercut with jazz rhodes touches,
making the perfect 5am dance song.The dub beefs up the baseline with swathes of synth soundscapes
while Dean K does a 180 upping the beats into a skipping, vibrant early '90's house groove.
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